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Interview: Athene Hall (A) with Alan Paton (P)
July - 1984
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A. Can I ask you some questions about the political situation?
I am not sure about segregation, and how people were segregated
and whether they were? I am thinking of the Zoo Lake references,
and the Service for Arthur Jarvis: people of all different races
came to that. Was that allowed?
P. Yes, Oh yes. Dr. Verwoerd tried to interfere with churdh
services in 1947, and actually a law was passed, but it has almost
never been used . This law would have made it an offence for a
black person to go to what we call a white church.
A.
But at the time when they were complaining about going to
Zoo Lake, there weren't any restrictions?
P. Well I think that for Zoo Lake, the man who gave that tremendous
piece of land said it was to be open to everybody. I think that's
why.
A. And why does Harrison say "Where would we be if we ever get
a republic?" What is his obection to the concept of a republic?
P. Well, the English speaking objection to a republic was very
very strong in the forties. It declined in the fifties. I think
the last kick of what you might call British National Consciousness
in South Africa was about the visit of King George and Queen
Elizabeth, and their daughters, our present queen and her sister.
I think that was the last kick.
A.
So Harrison is representative of ...
P.
The old U.P.
A.
So he is stolid, reasonable, quite , kind, but very narrow?
P. Yes.
A. The trains and the buses, would those have been for blacks
only?
P. Well I won't say the train would have been for blacks only,
but Kumalo's part would have been for blacks only.
A.
It wouldn't just have been an economic matter? Would a white
have gone in the third class?
P.
I don't think a white would have been allowed to travel third
class.

A.
Is your opinion best reflected by Arthur Jarvis, and his
writin<]?
P.
I suppose so, yes.
A.
The matter of it being hard to be born a South African and
the fact that his parents taught him a lot about the way to behave
and the way he should run his life, and about South Africa nothing
at all - is that your experience as well? Is that talking as
you?
P.
No, that would be probably less my experience. Now for example
my mother was old Natal stock. She wouldn't have known anything
about the Afrikaner, and if you don't know about the Afrikaner
you don't know much about S.A. either. My father was a Scot ..
I suppose because he was a Scot he was very sympathetic towards
the Boers who had been defeated in 1902. He was a great admirer
of Louis Botha, and he was in a way, although he wasn't born
here, more of a South African than my mother.
A. When Jarvis says "Therefore I shall devote myself, my time,
my energy, my talents, to the service of South Africa.
I shall
no longer ask myself if this or that is expedient, but only if
it is right." Is that also a turning pont in your own experience?
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P.
Yes, but I think the turning point in my own experience was
when I went to Diepkloof Reformatory in 1945. It was my first
real intimate contact with both Afrikaners and black people.
That's where I began to understand. If you go to a place like
that you can see it all happening before your eyes: the breakdown
of the tribal system, and the good and bad influences of urbanisation
and industrialisation, and the causes, especially of black juvenile
delinquency, which are mostly economic.
A.
How many years after you had been at Diepkloof did you go
overseas to study the European systems?
P.
Nine years.
A.
And that is when you wrote?
P.
Yes.
A.
The breakdown of the tribal system ... would you say that
is absolutely essential to the understanding of the book. Must
readers really grasp that? Kumalo and the narrator make so many
references to the tribes being broken down.
P. Well, that is of course what you might call poetic language,
but it really is about the destruction of a simple society by
an industrial one.
A.
In Foukara's thesis on corruption in your novels, he wrote
that he felt that Absolam's main disintegration was the result
of his transitory way of life ... he didn't have a settled base ...
P.
Yes, well it's true. To maintain stable life, especially
stable family life in a place like Johannesburg is very different
from say, in the Valley of a Thousand Rills.
A.
So you would agree with that?
P.
Yes.
A. What about Abraham Lincoln, and the significance of that
speech?
P. Well the Civil War was ended. It was at the battlefield.
I will give you a thing to read about it .... some big noise made
a speech which lasted an hour or more, of which not one word
is remembered today. Then Abraham Lincoln made his speech, which
lasted a few minutes. It is I suppose one of the treasures of
English Literature now. I will give you a copy.
A.
The picture of Vergelegen that Arthur Jarvis has in his study,
I know it is the residence of the Dutch Commanders at the Cape.
But I don't know why he would have had it.
P.
I think just because it was one of the most beautiful old
houses in South Africa. It is also an indication of the fact
that his vision of South Africa was widening.
A.
So Arthur Jarvis would just have had it as a picture of a
beautiful place.
But it is quite interesting that it is juxtaposed
against the Abraham Lincoln speeches. Does it represent a breadth
of development within him? He had developed so far beyond that
sort of level of mentality that that place represented?
P.
Don't forget that he was brought up in Natal, and he said
that he had learned nothing about South Africa, and so for him
to have a picture of Vergelegen is really a sign of his development.
A.
He talks also about one tenth of the land for four fifths
of the people. Are those reserves he is talking about?
P.
In those days they were called reserves, yes.
A. Rather like the Valley of a Thousand Hills, would that have
been the kind of thing?
P.
It would have been part of the ten per cent yes.
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A.
I think the main problem I have is with Msimangu. I
can't really focus onto his role. I find him very interesting
and I warmed to him, but I can't say! understand why he
is there, or what role he plays.
P. Well, there was a chap called Rakale who was the first
African to become a monk. He is really based on Rakale,
and he is what you might call the sophisticated, enlightened
parson, whereas Kumalo is country, rural, and doesn't really
know much about anything.
A.
I just found this surprising. When he says "That is
a pity. I am not a man for segregation." and later he says
"But there is only one thing that has power completely
and that is love. Because when a man loves, he seeks no
power and therefore he has power. I see only one hope for
our country and that is when white men and black men, desiring
neither power nor money, but desiring only the good of
their country come together to work for it." I can see
that one is a practical situation where he is talking about
actual physical segregation, but I found that when I read
the second one I remembered what he had said in the first,
and I found them difficult to reconcile.
P. Well they are. They would be difficult to reconcile.
But the one is an expression of very high principles, and
the other is an expression of impatience with the local
situation in Johannesburg.
A.
So what he is seeing really is a practical solution
on the one hand and his frustrations with the actual problems
that arise, and the other, as you say, is an expression
of principles?
P.
Yes. Yet I think Msimangu would probably be much more
of a consistent character than Kumalo.
A. Why do you say that he is more consistant than Kumalo?
P.
If I did say that it wouldn't be correct, because there
are some ways in which Kumalo has a different kind of integrity,
very simple, whereas Msimangu is highly sophisticated.
A. And the point of Msimangu becoming a monk, do you think
that was triggered in any way by his experiences with Kumalo,
or was it something that he would have got to anyway?
P. Well, you see he was based on Rakale, the first black
prist to become a monk, but the reason why I brought that
in was simply so that he could give this money to the old
man.
A.
Something else that Msimangu says that I didn't understand
is said at the time of the bus boycott.
When they are
talking about the white people picking up black people
and driving and coming back and driving out again, Msimangu
suddenly burst out "It beats me my friend, it beats me.
What beats you, this kindness? - No, and to tell you
the truth I was not thinking of it.
He sat up in the
taxi, and hit himself a great blow across the chest. -

Take me to court he said. He glared fiercely at Kumalo
and hit himself again across the chest. - Take me to court
he said. Kumalo looked at him bewildered. - That is what
beats me, Msimangu said." And it is the "Take me to court"
that the white man had said, it is that that beats him?
P.
Yes.
A.
But I am not sure why he wasn't thinking of the kindness ...
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P.
Well, what he really was marvelling at was that there
was a man who said "Well take me to court".
A.
In other words, being actually prepared to commit himself,
not just being kind?
P . . . . more than that, the fact that he wasn't afraid of
going to court. Whereas a black person would have been
very afraid, and hesitant of going to court.
A. As John Kumalo is?
P.
Yes, and obviously this white chap, who was based by
the way on Alan Friedman, who did a lot of this driving
up and down, he said "Well, take me to court."
A. And they didn't
P. Of course they didn't. They wouldn't have had ariy ground
to. They were going to accuse him of running a taxi service.
Absolute rubbish.

A.
I would like to ask you about something that John Kumalo
said.
I see that in his article Wolfgang Freeze picked out some
criticisms by black writers of your making John Kumalo a rascal.
Do you think that is justifiable criticism?
P.
No, I don't think so ........ why did they criticise it?
A.
I think they felt that the one pol~ticised black person that
you took you made a rascal.
P.
I can well understand that they should think so, but my intention
wasn't to do anything of the kind. It was simply to show how
far apart Kumalo, the old rural Kumalo, was from his highly urbanised
brother.
A. And were you trying to show that it was in fact the urbanisation
of his brother that had contributed to his corruption, or is
he inherently corrupt?
P.
No I think that you can never distinguish between what is
inherent and what is caused by the environment. I have no doubt
that he had the makings of a rogue, and Johannesburg certainly
completed the process. I met a lot of these chaps ... I should
have put in a good man as well! Yes, I met a lot of these chaps
in Johannesburg, and I think it is true today too. Some of these
blacks are crooks. There are some of them who are very idealistic,
courageous, but others are ... well Reggie Ngcobo, a lawyer in
Durban who died some years ago, he was a very clever chap.
I
don't think he had any high principles.
A.
It didn't strike me when I read it, but I was quite interested
in that criticism. I suppose I can see why the criticism was
made. I suppose if you had put in a good politician as well,
if perhaps Dubula and Tomlinson had been developed ... I suppose
it is because John Kumalo is so central and he is really corrupt.
I suppose that is why the criticism arose.
P. That is very likely.
A. Kumalo says "I shall not keep you any longer ... it is for
that freedom that many of our own African soldiers have been
fighting. The voice growls again, something is coming. Not only
here, he says, but in all Africa, in all the great continent
where we Africans live. The people growl also. The one meaning
of this is safe, but the other meaning is dangerous. And John
/Kumalo
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Kumalo speaks the one meaning and means the other meaning.
Therefore
let us sell our labour for what it is worth, he says, and if
an industry cannot buy our labour, let that industry die. But
let us not sell our labour cheap to keep any industry alive."
P. Well, the Nationalists preached that one should be proud
of one's race, proud of one's colour, and proud of one's identity,
and they wanted black people to be proud of their identity, and
their colour, but they mustn't get too proud, they mustn't start
associating this with power. As long as they are proud that's
fine, but when they start growling that means a threat ....

A.
Right at the end of the book there is another reference I
find problematical. Jarvis is speaking to Kumalo, when Kumalo
is going into the mountain on the night before Asbolam's execution.
And Kumalo says "Do not go before I have thanked you. For the
young man and the milk. And now for the church. - I have seen
a man, said Jarvis with a kind of grim gaiety, who was in darkness
until you found him. If that is what you do, I give it willingly."
P. Well I suppose that refers to their meeting in Springs, that
was really the beginning, although Jarvis was already awakened.
A.
Because of what he had read?
P.
Because he had read his son's writings.
A.
Did he actually attribute his awakening then largely to Kumalo?
P.
I suppose that is generosity in a way.
A.
But that is his meaning ...
P.
Speaking in highly metaphorical ...
A.
And highly emotive language as well.
P.
Yes.
A.
But he is referring to himself.
P.
Yes, he was.

A.
If you were to teach the book now, what would you hope the
pupils would gain from it. How would you approach it? How would
you hope they would respond?
.
P. Well, I hope that many of them would begin to see black people
as persons, and that is what most of these white people from
America write and say - it is the first time that we have seen
~lac~ people as persons. I would hope that. I would also hope
that they would - I don't say that the book alone would do it
I hope that if they were to live in this country they would
devote themselves to the cause of a just society, and I think
one should point out to them that many of these evils haven't
gone, they are just the same as they were in 1946, that is nearly
forty years ago. For example, relocation.
Your kids live in
Cape Town, have they been to Crossroads?
A.
Some of them have.
P.
If the government destroys Crossroads, then P.W. will destroy
all that he has achieved.
A.
You really think Crossroads is as essential as that?
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P.
Very important. One thing the people of the Western democracies
just cannot stand is this idea of shoving people about. Even
the Americans have never tried to stop black peopole from moving
to the towns. As a result of which many of the towns of America
have now got black mayors as you probably know. Los Angeles,
Chicago, Atlanta, those are three which have black mayors, and
the Americans never tried to stop black people from going to
the cities. Whereas this government is trying to turn them back.
It won't succeed.
A.
Well it can't because there is nothing to sustain them.
P.
There is nothing. These people are leaving the place where
they have absolutely nothing, not even land to cultivate ...
The modern view of economists and sociologists and the Urban
Foundation is that it is much better to let these people flood
into Durban, and put up anything, any kind of a building to start
with, let them run their little taxis . . . and eventually at least
they will get something to eat, whereas if they stay in KwaZulu
they won't get anything to eat. They had this conference in Durban
on urbansiation, and showed a film based on the first chapter
of Cry, The Beloved Country, showing the contrast between the
stricken lands of KwaZulu and the rich farmlands of Zululand.
Even in Zululand itself you go from one to the other all the
time. All the rich strips are white and all the poor strips are
black.
A. When Kumalo speaks about education without which no black
man can live, when he is talking about Absolam going to St. Chad's ...
P.
Yes?
A.
Would that have been an exceptional opinion at that time?
Is it just a result of Kumalo's education, or would it in 1946
been generally recognised that education was important?
P.
No, well it was about that time that Alpheus Zulu became
the first black bishop of Zululand ... Selby Ngcobo, his mother
became a washerwoman to send him to school, he went to Adam's
College in bare feet, then he became a member of the World Bank
in due course.
A.
Is St. Chad's a real place?
P.
Still there.
Just outside Ladysmith.
A.
Is it a black high school?
P.
Yes.
A.
I was suprised that Kumalo's wife could read English.
P. Another thing you must remember, that Kumalo probably had
to go to some kind of a training college to become a priest.
A.
I understand the literacy in his case, but would she have
learnt it from him, or do you think she would have had the education
herself?
P.
It was likely that he would choose a woman to marry who had
more or less the same standards.

A. Could you tell me anything about the style in which you wrote.
People talk about it as being lyrical and biblical, was that
something that just came naturally ....
P.
Sometimes when you read Hemingway you feel that he is making
his style as he goes along ...
A.
Contrived?
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A.
Had you written in that sort of style before?
P.
I had never tried anything like that before, but I had written
a lot of things about people ... prisons and poverty and crime,
and certainly my language got simpler and simpler and simpler;
that is my great objection to many of the learned books, that
they are unreadable.
A. Virginia Woolf and James Joyce?
P. Well James Joyce, not in the beginning, he became more and
more unintelligible! Dickens was absolutely straightforward,
and wrote very very good English, and Shakespeare had his own
mastery of style, Blake ...
A.
So it was something that just came?
P .... I should think that is what makes a writer really. I didn't
sit down and say I am going to make a style ...
A.
I am sure you didn't.~.and the many biblical references,
did those just come as well, or were they something you were
using because of the subject matter?
P.
No, I don't think so, if I had studied Greek especially,
in the same way as I could read the Bible, there would probably
have been a great many references.
A. So it stems naturally from your own knowledge of the Bible
and your own experiences?
P.
It is not intentionally done, but sometimes it is the first
thing that strikes you as a parallel when you are writing ...
A. An association?
P. Yes, something from the Bible, say the Prodigal Son ...
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